dim <p(in)^n -l. Of course, each such map gives a standard decomposition of M (in the sense of Doyle and Hocking [2] ) into an open w-cell and a residual set. Let us call a subset REM strongly residual if it can be realized as <j>(In) for some map <p satisfying the BrownCasler criteria.
Proposition.
Suppose Rx and R2 are strongly residual in the same manifold Mn. Then Rx and R2 are of the same homotopy type.
Proof. Let <£,-be the Brown-Casler map corresponding to Ri (i-1, 2). Remove a point p from I", and let St: I"-{p}-^tn he a strong deformation retraction of I" -{p} onto 7". Then </>,-o^ocpT1 is a strong deformation retraction of Mn-<j>i(p) onto Rt. Since Mn-d)X(p) is homeomorphic with Mn-cb2(p), it follows that RX~R2, completing the proof.
A routine calculation now results in the Corollary. Let A and B be strongly residual in Kk and Mm, respectively. If C is strongly residual in KkXMm, then Cc^A X Mm\JKk X B. In particular, a strongly residual subset of SkXSm is of the same homotopy type as SkVSm.
The author has thus far been unable to make significant progress toward classification of strongly residual sets, nor toward determining which Doyle-Hocking residual sets are strongly residual. However, it has been pointed out by several of his colleagues that the proof of the above proposition implies: each strongly residual set is a compact ANR.
